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SPHEROIDAL DECOMPOSITIONS OF £4(x)

BY

J. P. NEUZIL

Abstract. This paper investigates a generalization to El of the notion of toroidal

decomposition of E3. A certain type of this kind of upper semicontinuous decomposi-

tion is shown to be shrinkable and hence yield El as its decomposition space.

1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate a generalization to F4 of the

notion of toroidal decomposition of F3. The following is a common method of

constructing an upper semicontinuous decomposition of E": Let M0, Mx, M2,...

he compact «-manifolds-with-boundary in En such that for each i, Mi + 1<^Int M¡.

Then let the nondegenerate elements of G be the nondegenerate components of

O {M¡ : ¿3:0}. If n = 3 and each component of each M¡ is a solid torus then G is a

toroidal decomposition. Examples of point-like toroidal decompositions G of F3

such that E3/G is not homeomorphic to E3 have been given by Bing [3], Sher [6],

and Bing and Armentrout [1].

We shall say a decomposition G of £4 is a spheroidal decomposition if it is

constructed in the manner described above and each component of each M¡ is

homeomorphic to S2 x D2. Our result is that if G is a point-like spheroidal decom-

position of F4 such that the components of the manifolds used in the construction

have some simple unknotting properties then El/G is homeomorphic to F4. One

corollary is the following. Suppose G is a point-like spheroidal decomposition of

F4 such that if X is a component of M¡ then Mi + 1 n X has exactly two com-

ponents, say Sj x Dj and S2 x D2, and each S¡ x {0} is unknotted in X. Then Ei/G

is homeomorphic to F4. Sher has shown that the corresponding statement for

toroidal decompositions of F3 is not true [6]. A special case of the result of this

paper has been done by Lininger [5].

2. Notation and terminology. If A is a subset of a metric space, Ne(A) will

denote the open e-neighborhood of A. Sn will denote the unit sphere in En + 1, Dn

the closed unit disk in En, and /* the product of [— 1, 1] with itself k times. We

shall use the terminology of piecewise linear topology as found in [4]. All manifolds
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embedded in Fn will be assumed to be polyhedral. If X is a polyhedral /c-sphere

(or A>disk) in En then X is unknotted if there exists a piecewise linear homeo-

morphism of F" onto itself which takes Zonto Bd Ik + 1 (or Ik). IfFn_1 isan(«— 1)-

cell in an «-cell B" then (Bn, Bn~x) is a standard cell pair if it is piecewise linearly

homeomorphic to the pair

a-uiM-ui-Mo}).

If G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition then TTG will denote the union of

the nondegenerate elements of G.

If X and Y are topological spaces then a function « from Xx [0, 1] to Y is a

homotopy. ht denotes the function from Xto Y defined by ht(x) — h(x, t). If each ht

is a homeomorphism then the homotopy is called an isotopy. If ht is a homeo-

morphism for t< 1 then the homotopy is called a pseudo-isotopy. In the remainder

of the paper a homotopy will be denoted by «(. If ht and g¡ are isotopies from Zinto

itself and g0 is the identity map on X we define gt * ht to be the isotopy defined by

gt*ht(x) = h2t(x) ifOiSf'ii,

and

g( * /i((x) = g2í_i o hx(x)   if J á 13Í T.

For any space id will denote the identity map on that space. If TVT is a triangulated

manifold-with-boundary and «¿ is an isotopy on TVT (that is from M onto itself) then

ht is a push on TVT if/¡0 = id, «¡|Bd TVT=id for all t, and each ht is piecewise linear.

A cellular decomposition G of F4 is spheroidal if there exists a sequence

TVT0, Mi,... of compact polyhedral 4-manifolds-with-boundary in F4 such that

(1) for each i, Mi + 1clnt M¡ and each component of Mt is piecewise linearly

homeomorphic to S2 x D2 and (2) the nondegenerate elements of G are the non-

degenerate components of C\ {TVT, : i^O}. A spheroidal decomposition G of F4 is

simple if whenever X is a component of M¡ and Zi,..., Xn are the components of

Mi + 1 in X then (1) there is an integer k and a piecewise linear homeomorphism

f of S2 x D2 onto Xk such that f(S2 x {0}) bounds an unknotted polyhedral 3-cell

in Int X and (2) there is a polyhedral 4-cell in Int X containing

U {Xi ■ 1 = « = n and i / ¿}.

Let G be a spheroidal decomposition of F4. We shall adopt the following nota-

tion to describe the 4-manifolds-with-boundary M0, M1;... which define the

elements of G. We shall assume M0 = X0 = S0 x D0 where S0 is a 2-sphere and D0

is a 2-cell. The components of Mx will be Xx,..., Xmo where A'i = S'i x F?¡. If y is a

positive integer, the components of M¡ will be, Xi1t2..A1 = St1i2...t,x Aií2...íj where for

certain positive integers m(0), m(ix), m(ij2),..., and im(i'i¡2. • -i¡-x), we have

1 ̂  ¡x Úm(0), 1 ̂  i"2 ̂i«(ii), 1 ̂  i3 ism(ixi2),.. -, and 1 ̂  i';- ̂ iw(i'ii2...i/_i). Then the

components of M3 + i in Xhh„,(j will  be denoted by XilÍ2„Ajl, Xhi2,„i¡2,..., and
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Xili2...i,mihi2...il) where Xi¡t2,A¡k = Shi2...ijkx Dh¡2...i¡k where, for each k, SilÍ2...i¡k is a

2-sphere and Dhi2...ilk is a 2-cell.

The statement a is an index means either a = 0 or for some positive integer

n, a = iji2... in where 1 ̂  ix ̂  m(0), and for k = 2, 3,..., or n, 1 ̂  4 = ™(hk ■ ■ ■ 4 -i)-

If a is the index i\i2... in and 1 ̂  / ^ m(ixi2... in) then ai denotes the index ixi2... ini.

An index a=ixi2.. ./„ will be called a stage n index. Hence, if a is a stage n index,

Xa is a component of Mn and Mn + X n Xa = {J {Xai : 1 SiSm(a)}. We shall let 0

denote the center point of each Da. Thus Sa x {0} is a spine of Xa.

Next we describe a coordinatization of S2 and name some subsets of S2. We

shall consider F2 to have polar coordinates. Let D2 = {(p, (?) e F2 : 0gpg2}. There

is a map i» from F>2 onto S2 such that í> is a homeomorphism on Int F>2 and

^(Bd D2) is a single point. Then u> gives a (polar) coordinatization of S2 in terms

of the polar coordinates of D2. Henceforth we shall use (p, 6) to denote points of

S2 in this coordinatization. Therefore if (p, 6) and (p, 6') are points of S2 then

(p, 0) = (p, 6') if and only if p = p and 6=6' (mod 2tt), or p = p = 2.

Now if 0 ̂  ?! < t2 g 2 we let

¿foi, Ó = «P, d)eS2:tjú pú t2}.

Then ^4(rl5 r2) is an annulus if 0<tj<t2<2 and A(tx, t2) is a disk if either

0<tx<t2 = 2 or0 = tj<t2<2. A(0,2) = S2. See Figure la. If0^r^2, we let

dt) = {(p, 6)eS2: p = t}.

C(t) is a circle if 0</<2 but degenerates to a point if t = 0 or t = 2. If aj<a2 we let

Z(a1; a2) = {(p, 6)eS2:ajS6S a2}.

If a is any number we let

Mia) = {(p, 6)eS2 : 6 = a}.

Figure la
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If we think of (0, 0) and (2, 0) as being the poles of S2 then each C(t) is a parallel of

latitude on S2 and each TVT (a) is a meridian of longitude. If 0 ^ ^ < r2 = 2 and ax < a2

then W(tx, t2, fli, a2) will denote A(tx, t2) n Z(au a2). If X(-) is any of the sets

defined above then we let X*(-) = X() x D2. For instance,

A*(ti,t2) = A(ti,t2)xD2.

Next we describe some regular neighborhoods of the sets just defined.

If 0 < 11 - e < tx < t2 < t2 + e < 2 then Re(A(ti, t2)) = A(tx -e,t2 + e).

If 0 < r2 < t2 + e < 2 then Fe(^(0, Q) = A(0,t2 + e).

If 0 < 11 - e < tx < 2 then Re(A(tx, 2)) = A(tx - e, 2).

If ax — e<ai<a2<a2 + e and \(a2 + e) — (ax — e)\ <2tt, then

Re(Z(au a2)) = Z(ax-e, a2 + e)u A(0, e) u A(2-e, 2).

See Figure lb.

If Re(A(tx, t2)) and Re(Z(au a2)) are both defined then

Re(W(h, t2, au a2)) = Re(A(ti, t2)) n Re(Z(au a2)).

Also we let Re(A*(ti, t2)) = Re(A(h, h)) x D2, Rc(Z*(au a2)) = Re(Z(au a2)) x D2,

and Re(W*(ti, t2, au a2)) = Re(W(ti, t2, at, a2)) x D2.

Figure lb

3. The main result.

Theorem. If G is a simple spheroidal decomposition of F4, U is an open set con-

taining H a ande>0 then there exists a push ht on F4 such that (1) «(|F4— U = id for

all t and (2) if g e G then diam hi(g)<e.

By the proof of Theorem 1 of [2], the following is an immediate consequence.
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Corollary. If G is a simple spheroidal decomposition of El then Ei/G is homeo-

morphic to F4.

The main tool in the proof of the theorem is Proposition (r, s) which will be

proved in the following sections. We first state Proposition (r, s) and give a proof

of the theorem. Throughout the rest of the paper we assume G is a fixed simple

spheroidal decomposition of F4 and we shall use the notation of §2 to describe the

manifolds-with-boundary which define G.

Proposition (r, s). Let F be a piecewise linear homeomorphism of S0x D0 = X0

onto S2xD2. Suppose 0 = t0< ■ ■ ■ <tr<tT + 1 = 2, 0 = a0< ■ ■ ■ <as<as + 1 = 2-7r and

e>0. Then there exists a push ht on S2 x D2 andan integer n such that, for each stage

n index a,

hx(F(Xa)) <= Int Re(W*(ti.x, U, «,_!, a,))

for some i= 1,..., or r+\ and some j= 1,..., or s+I.

Proof of the theorem. Let Ha(s) = (J {g e G : diam g^e}. Since Ha(e) and En-U

are disjoint closed sets, there is an integer n' such that if Xa is a component of

Mn. intersecting Hu(e) then Xa<^ U. (If not then some element of G would intersect

both Fn- U and Ha(e).) Let

21 = {a:a is a stage n' index and Xa n HG(e) / 0}.

For each a in 21 let Fa he a piecewise linear homeomorphism of Xa onto S2 x D2.

We may choose numbers t0, ■ ■ -, tr + j, a0,..., as + x and e which satisfy the hy-

pothesis of Proposition (r, s) and a disk F>2<= D2 such that, for each o e 21 and each

/and/,

diam F^(Re(W(U.x, U, ö/-i, a,) x D2)) < e.

By Proposition (r, s), for each a e 2Í there is an integer na and a push hat on S2 x D2

such that if ß is a stage (rí + na) index such that XB^Xa then

hax(Fa(XB)) c Int /UlF*^, ri; a¡.x, a,))

for some z'=l,..., or r+\ and some/=l,..., or 5+1. Letgt be a push on S2x D2

such that

(1) for each x e S2, gt({x} x D2) = {x) x D2 for all t, and

(2) for each a e 21, gx o hax(Fa(Xa n Mn.+J)=Int (52 x 52).

Then for each a e 21, if ß is a stage (n' + na) index and A^c Za, then gx o /7Î(Fa(A'/,))

is contained in Int [Re(W(tt-x, r¡, ay_1; a^x F»2] for some i=\,..., or r+\ and

some/=l,..., or i+1.

Let 77 = max {n' + na : ae 21}. Then ht is defined by ht\ Xa = Fa'1 ° (gt * hf) ° Fa if

a e 21 and A, = id outside 1J {Xa : a e 21}.
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4. Proposition (1, 1).

Lemma 1. Suppose x and y are distinct points of S2 and Su ..., and Sm are

mutually disjoint polyhedral 2-spheres in Int (S2 x D2) such that (1) Si bounds an

unknotted polyhedral 3-ceIl B3 in Int (S2 x D2) and (2) there exists a polyhedral

4-cell BA in Int (S2 x D2) such that S2 u ■ • • u Sm<= Int Bi. Then there exists a push

ht on S2 x D2 such that hx(Si) <~\{x}xD2=0 andh±(S2 u • • ■ u Sm) n {y}x D2= 0.

Proof. Let X={x}xD2, Y={y}xD2 and M=S2u•••uSM. We may assume

Mr\(X\J Y)= 0. This may be accomplished as follows: Select a point p in

Int (B4) -(Ju Y). Then there exists a push on S2 x D2 which is the identity outside

F4 and which shrinks M into a neighborhood of p which is disjoint from Xkj Y.

T(B')

Ba(BJ)

B(B3)

Figure 2

Next we construct several pushes which improve the intersection of Si and Zand

which do not push TVT onto Y. Initially the pushes will push X and Y instead of

Si, S2,.. •, Sm. Then the push we seek will be constructed from the inverses of

these. We shall construct pushes called «| for i— 1, 2, 3, and 4andgj for /= 1, 2, and

3. For convenience we shall write TF for h[ and G' for g[.
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Now, since B3 is unknotted, there exists a piecewise linear embedding A' of

[-2,2]4 into Int(S2xD2) such that K([-l, l]3x{0}) = B3. Let K([-2, 2]3x{0})

=B3 and K([-2, 2]i) = Bi. Let

T(B3) = K([-l, l]2x{l}x{0}),

B(B3) = K([-\, l]2x{-l}x{0}),

and

Ba(B3) = K({-\}x[-l, l]2x{0}).

T(B3), B(B3) and Ba(B3) may be thought of as the top, bottom and back of B3. See

Figure 2. After a general position adjustment, each component of (ÍU Y) n F3 is

Figure 3

a spanning arc of B3 or a simple closed curve in Int B3 and each component of

M n /?3 is a simple closed curve in Int B3. See Figure 3. Now we begin to improve

XnB3.

Step 1. In this step we construct a push h\ on Ê* such that

(1) h}\(YuM)=id and
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(2) each component of TT1^) n B3 ( = h\(X) n F3) is a simple closed curve in

Int F3 or a spanning arc with endpoints in T(B3) u B(B3).

We shall describe the construction of h\ in detail. Xn [Bd B3-[T(B3) u B(B3)}}

is a finite set {xu..., xn}. There exist mutually disjoint polyhedral 3-cells F3(l),

and F3(«) in Int B3 such that for each i'= 1,..., or «,

(3) F3(i) n F3 is a 3-cell,

(4) F3(i) n Bd F3 is a 2-cell B\i),

(5) F2(i) n *={*,},

(6) (F3(i), F2(i')) is a standard cell pair,

(7) F3(i) n (M u T)= 0, and

(8) F2(i) intersects Int [T(B3) u B(B3)}.

See Figure 4. Let F4(l),..., and F4(«) be mutually disjoint polyhedral 4-cells in

&(Xj)

Figure 4

F4 such that for each i = 1,..., or «,

(9) Bi(i)nB3=B3(i),

(10) F4(i) n(Mv Y)=0 and

(11) (F4(i), F3(/)) is a standard cell pair.

Then, for each i=l,..., or «, there exists a push f¿ on F2(i) such that

fl(x¡) e T(B3) u B(B3). Since (F3(i), F2(/)) is a standard cell pair, f¿ may be ex-
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tended to a push, still called//, on B3(i) such that f'(B3(i) n B3) = B3(i) n B3 for

all /. Then f¡ may be extended to a push, again called f', on Ff4(/). Then the push

desired in Step 1 is h\ defined by h¡\Bi(i)=fti and hf = id elsewhere.

Step 2. Using methods similar to those of Step 1, we may construct a push hf

on B* such that

(12) A(2|(7uA/) = idand

(13) each component of H2 ° H1(X) n B3 ( = h\ ° h\(X) n B3) is a spanning arc

with endpoints in T(B3) u B(B3).

Figure 5 illustrates the action of H2 on one component of H\X) n t33 which is

a simple closed curve. Figure 6 illustrates the result of H2 o H1. (Compare with

Figure 3.)

Figure 5

Let pr denote the projection of B3 onto Ba(B3).

Step 3. There is a push hf on t54 such that

(14) hf\Yu M=id,
(15) each component of//3 o H2 ° H\X) (~\ B3 is a spanning arc with endpoints

in TiB3) u 5CB3), and

(16) pr|//3 o //2 o //!(A) n 53 is a homeomorphism.

Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c illustrate the action of h3 in successive stages.
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Step 4. There is a push hf on Bi such that

(17) «t4|Mu 7= id,

(18) pr|TT4 o TT3 o TT2 o H\X) n B3 is a homeomorphism, and

(19) each component of TT4 o H3 ° H2 o H\X) n F3 is an arc which spans F3

from F(F3) to B(B3).

Figure 8 illustrates the action of TT4 on one component of TT3 ° H2 ° HX(X) n F3

which has both endpoints in T(B3).

Let F2 = F({0}x[0, l]x[-l, l]x{0}). See Figure 2. By (18), there exists a

homeomorphism L from B3 onto itself such that L(T(B3)) = T(B3), L(B(B3))

= B(B3), and F(TT4 ° TF3 ° TT2 ° TF(A0 n B3)<=B2. See Figure 9. At this point it

becomes awkward to carry through the picture of B3 given in sequence in Figures

3 through 8. Hence Figure 9 does not correspond to the preceding figures. Let

gt=(hf)~1 * (hf)'1 * («a)_1 * (hi)'1. Then we have arrived at the following

situation :

(20) for all t, g¿(S2 u • • • u Sm) n (X u Y) = 0, and

(21) each component of Z n G^F3) is an arc in G1 o L~\B2) which spans G^F3)

from G^IXB3)) to G^FÍF3)).
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Figure 7a

Figure 7b
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WoH3oHiQHi(X)r\B

Figure

We    may    assume,    using    general    position,    that    each    component    of

G\S2 u • • • u Sm) n G1 o L-\B2) is a singleton. Hence,

Step 5. There is a push gf on G1(Bi) such that

(22) gflG^F3) is a push on G\B3) and

(23) G2 o G\S2 u• • • u Sm) n [G1 °L~\B2) u 7]= 0.

gflG^F3) may be constructed as follows: If

G1^ u• • • u Sm) n G1 o L-\B2) = fe*..., yk},

draw mutually disjoint arcs Ax,..., and /lfc in G1 ° L~\B2) such that for each

i, Int ^jclnt G1 o L~X(B2), Atn Y= 0,y¡ is an endpoint of ,4, and the other end-

point is in Bd (G1 ° F-!(F2)) n Int G1^3). Then, by a push gf which is the identity

outside a neighborhood of 1J {A¡ : 1 ¿i'^£} which does not intersect Y, {yx,..., y J

may be pushed off G1 o L~l(B2). See Figure 10.

Step 6. There is a push gf on G2 ° G^F4) such that

(24)gf|G2oG1(S2u...uSm) = id,

(25) g3t(G2 o G\B3))^G2 o G\B3) for all r, and

(26) G3 o G2 o G\B3) n G2 o G1(L~1(B2))= 0.

g3 may be constructed as a push which pulls G2 o G^F3) into itself and which is

the identity outside a small neighborhood of G2 o G^L'^B2)).
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^- GioL-1(B(B3))

Figure 9

Let ht=gf * gf * g1. The conclusion of the lemma then follows from (21), (23),

(24), and (26).

Lemma 2. Suppose Si,..., and Sm are mutually disjoint polyhedral 2-spheres in

Int (S2 x D2) which satisfy (1) and (2) of Lemma \, and Dx and D2 are disks such

that S2 = Dj u D2. Suppose also, for i=\ or 2, R(D¡) is a neighborhood of D¡ on S2

and D2 is a polyhedral disk in Int D2. Then there exists a push ht on S2 x D2 such that

for each i there exists j= 1 or 2 such that hjiS^^Int (R(D}) x D2).

Proof. We may assume D2 = ci (S2-Dx). (If not replace D2 by cl (S2-Dx).)

Also, we may assume S2 — R(D,) # 0 for/= 1 or 2. (Otherwise the lemma is trivial.)

Choose Xj e S2 — R(D,). By Lemma 1, there is a push gt on S2 x D2 such that

gj(Sj) n ({Xj}xD2)=0 and gl(S2 u-uSJn ({x2}xD2)=0. For /= 1 or 2

let Nj be a neighborhood of x¡ on S2 such that (Nx x D2) n gx(Sx) = 0 and

(N2 x D2) n gxiS2 u • • • u Sm) = 0. There exists a push /¡ on 512 such that

fj(S2-Nj)^R(Dj) and.fj(S2-N2)^R(D2). Choose a disk C2 in Int F)2 such that

gj(Sj uS2u---u 5m)c:S2 xC2. Extend/( to a level preserving isotopy (still called

fit) on S2 x C2. Then/i - g^S^c/?(F>0 x C2 and/ o gl(5a u • • • u Sm)^RiD2) x C2.
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Figure 10

fit may be extended to a push on S2 x D2. Finally, there is a push kt on S2 x D2 such

that, for each x e S2, kt({x} x D2) = {x) x D2 and

kj o/i o gx(Sj vJS2Kj..-yjSm)^S2xD2.

Then let ht = kt *fit * gt.

Lemma 3. Suppose Si,..., and Sm are mutually disjoint polyhedral 2-spheres in

Int (S2 x D2) such that, for each i, there exists j= 1 or 2 such that

S^lnt/UZ^ij-lK»),

where e>0. Then there exists a push ht on S2 x D2 such that if

Sf<= Int ReiZ*iiJ-1)77,»)

then Si = DiiO) u Dt(l) where, for 1=0 or 1, hx(Dll)) is a disk in

Int Re(W*(l,l+1,(/-1)77,»).

At this point the notation becomes cumbersome and we shorten it to facilitate

the proof. The notation described below is used only in the proof of Lemma 3.
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Let

and

U(j)=Z*((j-1)tt,jtt)   j= lor 2,

Ut = A*(l,l+l) /=0orl,

Ufj) = V,h U(j).

Note that each of these is a closed set. We may think of U0 and Ux as being the

northern and southern hemispheres of the thickened globe. See Figure 11. Then

Figure 11

¿7(1) and [7(2) are the eastern and western hemispheres and Ut(j) denotes a quarter

of the thickened globe. Thus the hypothesis says each St is contained in a neighbor-

hood of either the eastern or western hemisphere. The conclusion says we may

push the Sj's around so that, for each i, S¡ is a union of disks, each of which is

contained in a quarter sphere. We make one more simplification of notation. If

X= U,, U(j), or U,(f) then we let R(X) = Re(X).

Proof of Lemma 3. Let F*= U0 n t/i = C*(l). We assume each S¡ is in general

position relative to K* and we assume also each S¡ intersects K*. (If a particular S¡

does not intersect K* it may be pushed so that it does intersect K* and still is

contained in one of R(U(l)) or R(U(2)). This may be done without moving any

other Sy. The lack of this adjustment would create a necessity for special cases, both

in the statement of the lemma and its proof.) Next, if necessary, we reorder Si,...,

and Sm so that there is an integer r such that 1 Sr^m, S¡<=F(F(1)) if loiter and

Si<=R(U(2)) if r<i^m.
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Step 1. There is a push/( on S2 x D2 such that

(1) /t=id on Uj and

(2) for each i, S¡ contains a disk-with-holes P¡ where

(i) if 1 ii^r then fijiP^RiUjiï)) and cl C/i(S,-/>,))<= *(l/0(l)) and

(ii) if r<i^m then fx(Pt)^R(Uj(2)) and cl(/1(Si-Fi))^/?(i70(2)).

/í is constructed in two parts, denoted (A) and (B) below.

Now for each i, S, = gt(0) u Qt(\) where g,(0)=S, n <70 and g,(l)=S, n t/i'.

Then g,(0) n gt(l) = Bd g¡(0) = Bd g¡(l) and each g¡(/) is a union of finitely many

mutually disjoint disks-with-holes. Let P¡(1),..., and Plq¡) denote the components

of gt(l). For each i choose mutually disjoint arcs ^¡(1),..., and Alqt — 1) in gf(0)

such that if l£l<q{ then Bd Atil)<= Bd g,(l) and gf(l) u {All) : l£l£qd is

connected. Let F3 be the 3-cell {(p, 6) : 6 = tr/2and -e^p^e}x D2. See Figure 11.

We may assume each All) and each St is in general position relative to F3. Then

for each i and /, All) n T3 is a finite set in Int F3 and (Sx u • • • u SJ n F3 is a one

dimensional polyhedron. See Figure 12.

Part (A). Push IJ {All) : lá/ám and 1 úl<qi\ out of F3. There exist standard

cell pairs (B\l), B3(l)) and (B\2), B3(2)) such that

(3) Bi(l)nBi(2)=0,

(4) for Jk= 1 or 2, #(*)<= Int [#,,(*)-Ä(tfi)],

(5) Bi(l)nSi=0 if r<iúm,

(6) F4(2)nS¡=0 if iúiúr,

(7) B3(k)-T3¥=0 ifk=l or 2,

(8) 54(fc) n T3=B3(k) r\T3 for k=\ or 2,

(9) 53(1) n T3 contains F3 n [IJ {AH) : \<,iúr and 1 ál/Cqíft, and

(10) 53(2) n F3 contains F3 n [U {All) : r<i~¿m and 1 â/<^}].

Then there exists a push <p\ on F3(l) such that <p\(AII) n F3)c53(l)-F3 if

l^iSr and l^/<ff4 and there exists a push <p2 on B%2) such that ^(^(Z) n T3)

^ B3(2) — T3 if r <i^m and 1 úl<qi- Eachçsf may be extended to a push (still called

9$) on B\k). Then we define w4 to be the push on S2 x D2 such that w¡ = id outside

B\\) u B%2) and wt\B\k) = <pt for fc= 1 or 2.

Fa« (B). Push U {wiiAll)) : I£i£m and l£l<q¿ into Ä(C/0) n ^t/i). Now

F3 n [IJ {^(^(7)) : 1 £ * ¿m and 1 £'?'< ?■}] = 0,

hence there exists a 2-cell F2 on S2 such that F3 n S2<=T2 and

(F2 x F)2) n [IJ {wi(^t(/)) :U¡ámandlá/< o,}] = 0.

Let 52 be a disk in Int F>2 such that S2x D2 contains U {wx(S,) : lS/Sm}. Then

there exists a push vt on S2 such that

(11) vt(U0(j) n S2)=U0(j) n S2 for/= 1 or 2,

(12) vARiütJU)) n S2) = /î(£/0(/) n S2) for/=l or 2,

(13) u( = id on Ux n S2 and

(14) Int ^(F2) contains el (U0-RiUx)) O S2.
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Figure 12

Then we extend vt levelwise to an isotopy (not a push) on S2 x F?2 and then to a

push (still called vt) on S2 x D2. Let/¡ = ut * wt. Then

fi(At(l)) <= Int [R(U0(l)) n R(Ux(l))}   if I £.i $ r,
and

fi(At(l)) <= Int [F(t/0(2)) n F((7i(2))]    if r < i ^ m.

Now ôt(l) u ^¡(1) u- • -u ^¡(c/j— 1) is a connected subset of S¡, hence there exists

a disk-with-holes Pt such that g¡(l) u ^¡(1) u • • • u ^i(c7¡- l)cp,c^,

(15) /i(P,)«=Int F(F!(1)) if 1 úiúr, and

(16) /i(F,)clnt F(i7i(2)) if r<i^m.

Hence Step 1 is accomplished.

Then for each i, S¡=F¡ u F¡(1) u-•-u F¡(z¡) where F¡ is a disk-with-holes,

F¡(1),..., and Et(zt) are the components of S¡ — IntF¡,

(17) if 1 úiúr then/1(P1)c^(£/x(l)) and/^l) u- ■ -u £;(zO) = .R(l/0(l)), and

(18) if r<i¿m thenfi(Pd^R(Ux(2)) andf1(Ei(l)u--uEi(zi))<=R(U0(2)).

Now for each i construct mutually disjoint arcs C¡(1),..., and Cj(z¡ — 1) in P¡

such that, for each /, Int C((/)<=IntPj and CfJ) has one endpoint on Bd F¡(/) and

the other on Bd Efl+1).

Step 2. Using the techniques of Step 1 we may find a pushg, on S2 x D2 such that

(19) gt=id outside Ux,

(20) if S<=Int R(U(j)) then gl '/¿Sd^Int R(U(j)),

(21) gi °/i(C,(l) u- • u C,(z,-l))<=Int [R(U0(l)) n /{(i/^l))] if lá/ár, and

(22) gi 0/^(1) U-.-u C,(r,-l))«=Int [F([/0(2)) n Ä(£/1(2))] if r<i£m.
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Since F¡(1) u-•  u F¡(z¡) u C((l) u-•  u Ci(Zi-l) is a connected and simply

connected subset of S¡, there exists a disk A(0) such that

F(l) u • • • u Ffe) u C,(l) u • • • u Q(z\ - 1) c A(0), A(0)

(23) gl o/i(A(0))dnt F(t/0(1)) if 1 ZiZr, and

(24) gi oA(A(0))c= Int R(U0(2)) if r<iûm.

Then AU) = S-Int A(0) is a disk in F¡. Hence

(25) gi o/i(A(l))cInt R(Ui(l)) if 1 g /â r and

(26) gi <>./i(A(l))<=Int F((7i(2)) if r<i$m.

Then the proof is finished if we let ht=gt *ft.

Proof of Proposition (1, 1). In    this    case    we    have    0 = ?0<íi</2 = 2    and

0 = c7i <a2<a3 = 277. Now Z(a0, ai) and Z(au a2) are disks and

S2 = Z(a0, ax) u Ziflx, a2).

Also, F(Si),..., and F(Smm) are polyhedral 2-spheres in Int (S2x D2) and, since

the decomposition is simple, we may assume (1) and (2) of Lemma 1 are satisfied.

Hence, by Lemma 2, there is a push vt on S2 x D2 such that if 1 uiem(0) then

v1(F(Si))<=lntRe(Z*(aj.i, a,)) forj=l or 2. Then ^(SO),..., and i^FÍS*«»))

satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3. Therefore there is a push wt on S2 x F»2 such

that for each i'=l,..., or m(0) there exists j = 1 or 2 such that S¡ = A(0) u A(D

where Dt(0) and A(l) are disks and for T=0 or 1,

Wi o Vi(F(Di(l))) c Int Re(W*(t„ tl + u a,_lf ay)).

For each / and / choose a neighborhood R(Dff)) of A(0 on S¡ such that

Wx » t?i o F(R(Di(l))) ç Int Fe(W *(r„ tI+l, fl;_1; a,)).

For each /= 1,..., or m(0) choose a disk À in Int A such that if

Wx o Ví o F(A(/)) c Int F^*^, /i + 1, a;-_i, a,))

then W! o vx ° F(R(Dt(l)) x A)<=Int Fe(W/*(i„ r1 + 1, %_'* a,)).

By Lemma 2, for each i = 1,..., or «i(0), there is a push gj on w± ° tJi(F(S¡ x A))

such that if i"=l,..., or i«¡ then g[ ° w\ ° v% ° F(SW) is contained in one of

Wx ° t?i ° F(F( A(0)) x À) or Wj o y, o F(F( AO)) x À), and hence in

Int Re(W*(tt, ti + i, fly_!, a,))   for some / and/

Let «( be the push on S2 x T)2 such that ut\wx ° Vi° F(S¡ x A)=gt and wt = id else-

where. Finally, if a is a stage 2 index there exists a push f" on Ui° wy° vy° F(Xa)

such that/í o Ml o wj o Vl o F(Xa n M3)clnt Re(W*(th tl + x, ay_i, a,)). Let

kt\ui o Wi o Vi ° F(Xa) = fi"   and   kt = id elsewhere.

Finally, let ht = kt*ut*wt* vt.
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5. Proposition (r, 1).

Lemma 4. Suppose 0 = 50<51< • • • <ir_1<5'r = 2 and 0 = a0<aj<a2 = 2-rr, and

e>0. Suppose Sj,..., and Sm are mutually disjoint polyhedral 2-spheres in

Int (S2 x D2) such that for each i, there exists /= 1,.. ., or r and k= 1 or 2 such that

S,, c Int Re(W*(s].1, s„ ak_j, ak)).

Suppose also t0,..., and tr + x are numbers such that t0=s0, tr + 1=sr andfor i = 1,...,

or r, s¡-j <ti<Si. Then there exists a push ht on S2x D2 such that for each /= 1,...,

or m, Si = Ei(0) U £¡(1) where, for 1=1 or 2, Ell) is a disk and there exists j= 1,. ..,

or r+1 and k= 1 or 2 such that

hx(Ei(l)) <= Int Re(W(tj.j, t„ ak.j, ak)).

Proof. Again we shorten the notation to facilitate the proof. The notation

described below is used only in the proof of Lemma 4.

Let Vj(k)= W*(Sj.x, Sj, au.u ak), V¡(k)= W*(sf.x, t,-, ak-x, ak), and

V'l(k)= 1F*(^, «*-!,«*)

for j=\,..., or r and k=\ or 2. See Figure 13.

For j=\,..., or r we let V¡= F/l) u F/2), V'= V¡(\) u K/(2), and

V'¡=V'¡(\) u k;(2). If A'is any of the sets defined above we let R(X) = Re(X). We

shall assume e is small enough so that if X and Y are any two of the sets defined

above and X n Y= 0 then

(1) R(X)nR(Y)=0.

Now we choose an indexing function / from {Sx,..., Sm} into

{(j,k);l ¿jSrandk=lor2}

such that I(S¡) = (j, k) implies S¡<=Int R(Vj(k)). We shall assume, to avoid special

cases, that I(S¡) = (j, k) implies S¡ n C*it,) = S¡ n (V¡ n F/)# 0 and that each S¡

is in general position with respect to each C*(tj).

Step 1. Adjustments in Vj and Vr. In this step we construct a push wt on S2 x D2

such that

(2) wt = id outside V[ u V",

(3) if I(St) = (j, k) then w^SO^Int R(Vj(k)), and

(4) if 7(S,)==(1, k) or (r, k) then Si=P¡ u D¡(\) U- • • u Dt(qt) where P{ is a disk-

with-holes, Dt(\),..., and Dlq¡) are the components of S¡ — Int P¡ and

(a) if /(S,) = (l, k) then Wi(P,)cInt R(V'i(k)) and, for each /,

WjiDll)) <^ Int RiV^k)),

and

(b) if 7(S,)=(r, k) then ^(POcInt R(V/(k)) and, for each /,

Wi(A(/))«=Intü(K;(A:)).
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The construction of wt in Vx is done exactly as in Step 1 of Lemma 3. (In that

proof replace U0 by V[ and Ux by V{ u V2 u • • • u Vr.) wt\ Vr is constructed in a

similar manner. See Figure 13. Figures 13 through 15 should not be considered to

be pictures of the situation but to be schematic diagrams to help visualize the pushes.

u>,(A(0)'s

wxisys
for

I(Sd = (j,k)
Kj<r

WAS,)

for

/(S,-) = C

Vr-xik)  =  V<(k)

WxiDXDYs

Figure 13
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VjoWjiSi)

for

IiSd = (1

vr_m = vt(k)

VjoW

US) =
VioWjiDXQYs

Figure 14

Now if/(5i) = (l, k), choose arcs £¡(1),..., and Blqt- 1) inF¡ such that, for each

/, Int5¡(/)^IntF¡and B¡(1) has oneendpointonBd D¡(l)andthe other on Bd D¡(1+ 1).

Step 2. Adjustments in V2. In this step we construct a push vt on S2 x D2 such

that
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(5) yt = id outside R(V2),

(6) if 7(Si) = (j, k) where j> 2 then vx ° w1(Si) = Wi(S()cInt R(Vt(k)),

(7) if T(S) = (1, k) then p, o Wl(A0) u-. -UDt(q())<=lnt F(^(fc)),

(8) if T(S¡) = (1, fc) then r* o Wl(5,(l) U- •  u £,(?,-1))<= Int F(Ki(A:)),

(9) if 7(50 = 0. fc) then ^ o Wl(F()«=Int [/î(KÎ(/fc)) u F(F2(Â:))], and

(10) if 7(S) = (2, &) then S¡=Pt u A(l) u' • 'u A(<7i) where Ft is a disk-with-

holes, A(l), • • • > an<3 A(<?¡) are the components of

S-IntF, vi o Wx(Pt) «= Int fl(Ka"(*))

and, for each /, px ° w^Dfl))^ Int R(V2(k)).

Figure 14 illustrates the result of applying vx.

Let TTi be a projection along meridians of

R(V2) = A*(sx-e, t2 + e) = /i(ii-e, r2 + e)x7)2

onto C*(t2) = C(t2) x D2. That is, if ((/?, 0), ¿T) e F(K2) where (p, f?) e ^Oi-e, i2 + e)

and de D2 then

TTi((p, Ö), J) = ((s2, 6), d).

Then TTi is the final stage of a pseudo-isotopy 77( such that TT0 = id where

Ht((p,6),d) = (((s2-p)t+p,6),d).

Note that

(11) For each t and k, Ht(R(V2(k)))<= R(V2(k)), Ht(R(V2(k)))cR(V^(k)) and

Ht(R(V'i(k)))^R(V2\k)).

Now if T(S¡) = (2, k), let w1(Si) = Si=g; u Q" where o; = S n (Fí u V2) and

ö" = Sj n (F2 u K3). By the general position, each of Q\ and Q" is a union of

finitely many mutually disjoint disks-with-holes and Bd <2! = Bd OÍ' = S¡ n C*(r2).

Let the components of Q'¡ be Cfl),..., and Cj(z¡). Choose mutually disjoint arcs

^i(l),..., and A^zt-1) in Q't suchthat, for each 1=1,..., orz¡-l, Bd At(l) <=Bd Q"

and Q', u [(J {Afl) : 1 ̂ /^z¡}] is connected. Hence for each /, A¿1)^ V{ u V2. We

make a general position adjustment of each S¡ so that

Tii | U {All) : 7(S) = (2, *) and 1 Ú I < *,}

is a homeomorphism. In fact, we may assume that if 7(S¡) = (2, k) and 1 ̂ /<zt then

BKl) = D {Ht(Afl)) : O^lál} is an unknotted 2-cell and Bf(l) n Bf(k)= 0 if
i^j or l^=k. By another general position adjustment we may assume

U {Bf(l) : T(S) = (2, jfc) and 1 ̂  / < z,}
is disjoint from

U {wx(Bt(l)) : 7(5,) - (1, k) and 1 =£ / < c/i}-

For each i and / choose a 4-cell Bf(l) such that

(12)F,4(/)czIntF(^(/)),

(13) Bf(l) c Int F4(/),
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UjoVio W¡

UjOVjoWj

Vr.xik) = Vt(k)

Figure 15

(14) Bf(l) n Bf(k)= 0 if i^j or l¥=k,
(15) B?(l) is disjoint from

U {wj(Bll)) : /(SO = (1, k) and 1 Ú I < qt},
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and

(16) if dp, 6), d) e Bfil) then //(((p, 6), d) e Bfil) for all t.

We now describe vt by constructing it as a push on each Bfil). Fix integers i and /

such that /(Sf) = (2, k) and 1 ̂ /<z¡. Then there is a push vt on Bfil) such that

(17) VjiAll))clnt [RiVíik)) n W(*))] and

(18) if xeBf(l) and O^i^l then there exists t' such that vt(x) = Htlx).

Then p< is extended outside [J {/??(/)} by the identity. Then (5) follows from (12)

and (12) also implies each Bf(l) is disjoint from R(Vj) if/>2, hence (6) is satisfied.

Now if I(S¡) = (l,k) and tàfe* then wx(DlI))^Int RiV^k)). But (12) implies

each Bfil') is disjoint from R(V'x(k)), hence y, ° Wj(Dll)) = wx(Dll)) and (7) is

satisfied. Similarly, (15) implies (8) and (4a), (11) and (18) imply (9).

Suppose I(Si) = (2,k). Recall w1(Si)=Q'i\J QÏ where Q'^Int R(V2(k)) and

gl'clnt R(V2(k)). (11), (17) and (18) imply ̂ (gO^int R(V2(k)) and

ViiQTt u ^i(l) U...U#rl)) c Int RiV2\k)).

Now (wi)-1(gi u ,4,(1) u- • -u Alzi— 1)) is a connected subset of S¡, therefore

there exists a disk-with-holes F¡ on S¡ such that

&Ù-H& U ,4,(1) U- • -U 4(z,-l)) P /»,
and

vx °wxiPi)^ Int RiV"2ik)).

Then if A0)> • • ■ » and A(<7¡) denote the components of S¡ —Int P¡,

Vj°wx(Dl\)Kj...uDlqi))^Vj(Q't)

and Ui(gJ)<=Int i?(Ká(A:)). Hence (10) is satisfied.

Step 3. Adjustments in V3, F4,..., and Vr_x. In this step we construct a push m¡

on S2x D2 such that

(19) w, = id outside R(V¿) u Ä(Ki) u- • -u R(Vi-x),

(20) if IiS¡) = ij, k) where 1 £/ár- 1 then Sj=P( u /),(1) u- • u F>¡(fft) where

P, is a disk-with-holes, AO), • • -, A((7t) are the components of S( —IntP,, F¡ con-

tains arcs -Si(l),..., and Blqt- 1) such that if 1 ul<qt then /?,(/) has one end-

point on Bd A(/) and the other on D¡(1+1) and Int Bll)^IntPt,

ux°vx° wx(Dt(l) U• • • U A(<7i))<= Int /î(K;(A:)),

«i o vj o Wl(2?,(l) u- • -u £,(?,- 1)) e Int R(V'¡(k)),

and

(a) if/</•-1 then Ml o ̂  o Wl(Pf)c:Int [RlV^k)) u /?(K/+ Ik))], and

(b) if/=r—1 then ux ° vx ° wxiPi)<=Int RiVJik)) (the special case, (b), arises

because no adjustment is made in Vr in this step), and

(21) if /(Si) = (r, k) then Si=Pt u AO) '<->'• ■ -U A(?0 where P, is a disk-with-
holes, A(l)» • • ■> and A(?i) are the components of

S-IntPj, UjoDjo wx(P,) c Int R(V/(k))

and

«! = !)!" wi(A(l) u• • • u A(?t)) c IntR(V"(k)).
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Figure 15 illustrates the result of Ux.

Now (21) will follow from (4b) since vt\ Vr = ut\ Fr = id for all t. We construct ut as

follows. Let wt = id on R(V2) u R(V±) u R(Vr). Then fory=l, (20) follows from

(7), (8), and (9). Now for/=2, from (10), S¡=Pt u A(l) u • • • u A(<7¡) where P, is

a disk-with-holes, etc. We choose arcs F¡(1),..., and Bi(qt— 1) in F¡ such that if

1 ̂ l<qt then Bfl) has one endpoint on Bd DfJ) and the other on Bd Dfl+ 1) and

Int F¡(/)<=Int TV Now we construct a push gf on S2 x D2 such that gf = id outside

F(F3) so that (20) is satisfied for j=2 with gf replacing ut and such that if

T(S,) = (3, k) then Si=F( u AO) u' •'u Ate) where F¡ is a disk-with-holes,

L>i(l),..., and A(<7i) are the components of S¡ —IntP(,

g? o vx » Wi(F0 c Int R(Vâ(k))

and

g? o Pl o ,Vi(A0) U- • -u A(ffO) c Int F(K3(F)).

gf is constructed exactly as vt is constructed in Step 2. Next we chooseF¡(1),...,

and B¡(qt— 1) for all i such that T(S¡) = (3, &) and, using the procedure of Step

2 again, construct a push gf on S2 x TJ>2 such that g4 = id outside F(K¡) and such

that (20) is satisfied with g4 replacing ut. In this manner we construct pushes

gf,..., and g¡ such that if 5 ̂  k á r then gk = id outside F( Vk) and so that is

j= k then (20) is satisfied if w( is replaced by gf. Then we let ut\R(Vk)=gf\R(Vk) for

k = 3,..., or r— 1 and w( = id elsewhere.

Sie/? 4. /Í second adjustment in Vr. In this step we construct a push &t on S2 x F?2

such that

(22) kt = id outside R(V;(k)),

(23) if T(S,) = (r, &) then Si = F(0) u F¡(1) where each of F,(0) and F¡(l)is a disk,

kx ° »i ° Vx ° Wi(F¡(0))cInt R(Vr(k)) and kx ° Mi ° gi ° Wi(F,(l))cInt F(Kr"(Â:)), and

(24) ifT(S) = (r-l,/c)then

^ o Ml o Dl o Wi(A(D u- • -u A(?0) c Int F(Kr'_i(/:)),

/Vj o Ml o ü! o Wi(F¡(l) u ■ • • u F¡(c7¡ -1)) c Int F( F"*-,i(fc)),    and

kx o «i o Cl o Wl(/>0 cz Int [F(Kr"_i(Ä;)) U F(Fr'(/t))].

Now if I(St) = (r, k), the position of wx ° Vx ° Wx(S¡) is described by (21). Thus we

may choose arcs Ft(l),..., and Bfqt— 1) in F( such that if \^l<q¡ then

Int F¡(/)clntP¡ and Bfl) has one endpoint on Bd A(0 and the other on

Bd D¡(1+1). Using the techniques of Step 2 again, we construct a push kt on

S2x T>2 which satisfies (22) and (24) and such that-

(25) for all t, kt(R(V;(k)))^R(V/(k)), kt(R(V?(k)))^R(Vr"(k)), and

kt(R(Vr»-x(k))) = F(Kr"_i(Â:)) u F(Kr'(A:)),

and

(26) if I(Si) = (r, k) and l ^l<q¡ then

kx o ux o vx ° w1(Bi(l)) c Int [*(*?(*)) n W(fc))].
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Now if /(S¡) = (r, k) then

A(l) U • • • U Dlqd U Bl\) u • • • U 5,(9,-1)

is a connected and simply connected subset of S, and

kxouxovjo WjiDlY) u • • • u Ate) U 5,(1) u ■ • ■ u Blqt -1))

is contained in Int R(V/(k)). Hence there exists a disk F,(l) such that

A(D u • • • u A(ii) M 5,(1) u • • • u 5,(a,-l) <= F,(l) e S,

and ÂTx o «j o vx ° Wi(F,(l))<=Int 5(Kr'(£)). Then Step 4 is completed by letting

F,(0) = S,-IntF,(l).

Now we describe what has been accomplished by wt, vt, ut, and kt:

(27) if I(Si) = (j, k), 1 újúr- 1, then S,=P, u A(l) u • • • u A(9f-1) where F,

is a disk-with-holes, A0)>--> and A(<7t) are the components of S¡ — IntF,,

fci ° ux o vx o wii/yclnt [Ä(K/(Jk)) u 5(F;+1(â:))] and if l£/£?„

kxouxovxo Wj(Dll)) c Int R(V;(k)).

Also there are arcs 5,(1),..., and 5,(9,-1) such that if lúlúqi then

Int 5,(/)cIntP,, j?,(/) has one endpoint on Bd A(0 and the other on Bd A(¿+ 0,

and kj°Uj°Vj° Wi(5,(/))c:Int RiV'Hk)). Also

(28) if IiS¡) = ir,k) then S, = F,(0) u F,(l) where F,(0) and F,(l) are disks,

kj°Uj°Vj° vv,(F,(0))<=Int RiVrik)) and kx ° ux ° ^ o Wl(F,(l))c:Int 5(Fr"(A:)).

Siep 5. ,4 second adjustment in RiVx), 5(K2),..., anrf 5(Fr_1). In this final step

we construct a push/, on S2 x D2 such that

(29) for each/'=1,..., or m, S, = F,(0) u F,(l) where F,(0) and F,(l) are disks and

(a) if/(S,) = (l,A:)then

fijokjoujovjo WjiElO)) <= Int RiVj\k))

and

A o kj o «i o vj o wi(£i(l)) C Int [RiVlik)) U *(K¿(*))],

(b) if 7(S,) = (/, &), 1 <j<r,  then /i o J^ o Ml o Vj ° WjiElO)) is contained  in

Int [RiVj-jik)) u 5(K;(ä:))] and/ o ̂  ° Ml o Vl 0 Wl(Ell)) is contained in

Int[R(V;'(k))yjR(V;+1(k))],

and

(c) if /(S,) = (r, k) then fj o kx ° ux o vx <> w1(F,(0)) is contained in

Int [R(Vr"-j(k)) u R(V/(k))]

and/ o kj o uj o Dl o Wl(F,(l))cInt RiV^k)).

First we construct/ on Kf_i. Now if/(S,) = (r-1, A:) then

kjoujovjo Wj(Dt(\) U • • ■ U A(9i)) c Int tf(Kr'_i(fc))

and

kjoujovjo wi(5,(l) u• • • u 5,(9,-1)) <= Int F/f;'.^)).
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Hence, using the techniques of Step 2, we may construct a push/f"1 on S2 x D2 such

that

(30) /ir-1 = id outside F(Kr"_i(/c)),

(31) for all t and fe==l or 2,fr1(R(V;_i(k)))<=R(V;_i(k)),

f/-\R(V;.i(k)))^ R(V^i(k)),

and

fr\R(V'r(k))) c R(V;_i(k)) U F(Kr'(fc)),

(32) if 7(Si) = (/-l, /c) and 1 ̂ /<c7¡ then

ZT1 « /ti o Ml o vx o w1(Bi(l)) c Int [F(Fr'_!(Ä:)) n F(Kr"_!(A:))].

Then for 7(Si) = (r-l, £),

/T1 o /ti o m o Bl o wi(A(l) u- • -u Ate) u FO) u- • -u F,te-1))

is contained in Int R(Vr-i(k)). Hence there is a disk F((0) such that

A0) u. • .u Ate) u i»f(l) u-- <u Fte-1) c F(0) c s

and

(33) fr1 °kxoUi°Vx° Wi(F((0))cInt F(Fr'(¿)).

Let Fi(l) = Si-Int F((0). Then Ft(l)<=F, so

(34) fr1 "kx o Ul...vx o ^(^(l))clnt [*(K¿»(*)) u F(Fr'(/c))].

Also, (31) and (28) imply (29(c)) is satisfied if/i is replaced by/i-1. Similarly

there is a push /7~2 on S2 x A such that

(35) /(r-2 = id outside R(Vr"_2(k)),

(36) for all / and k = 1 or 2,

/? - 2(R( K- 2(k))) c F( Kr'_ 2(it)),    # - 2(F( KA 2(*))) c /?( Fr"_ 2(k)),

andfr2(R(Vr'-i(k)))<=R(V;_2(k)) u W-ii*)), and

(37) if I(S¡) = (r-2, k) and 1 á/<c7¡ then

fi-2 ^i"«!»»!« Wi(Ff(/)) c Int [R(v;.2(k)) n J^rf*))].

ThenifT(S¡) = (i--2,/c),

A'-2 c fc, o Wl o vi o Wi(A(l) u- • -U Ate) u 5,(1) u- • -u Fte- 1))

is contained in Int R(V/_2(k)). Hence there is a disk F¡(0) such that

AO) u • • • u Ate) u F(l) u • • • u Bfa-n <= ̂(0) c s,
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and

(38) /r2 ok1°ul°v1o Wj(ElO))c=Int R(V'r_2(k)).

As above, let F,(l) = S,-Int F,(0). By (27) and (37),

(39) /i"2 °kj°Uj°Vjo wx(E¡(l)) is contained in Int [R(V^2(k)) u R(V/.x(k))].

Also, (36), (33) and (34) imply (29(b)) is satisfied for j = r-1, if/ is replaced by

fr2 -fr1.
We continue in this manner to construct a push/r"3 on S2 x D2 such that/r"3

= id outside R(Vr'-2), so that (29(b)) is satisfied for/=r-2 if/ is replaced by

/Í"3 °/i"2 "fil'1 and so that if I(Si) = (r-2, k) then S, is a union of disks F,(0)

and F,(l) which satisfy properties similar to (38) and (39). Then in succession we

construct/r-4,..., and/1. We finish Step 5 by letting/ =fi1 */2 *• • -*/"-1. We

finish the lemma by letting ht=f * kt * «, * vt * wt.

Proof of Proposition (r, 1). Since we have already proved Proposition (1, 1), we

assume r> 1 and that Proposition (r— 1, 1) is true. Hence we have

0 = t0 < tj < ■ ■ ■ < tr + 1 = 2   and   0 = aQ < ax < a2 = 2-n.

Choose numbers s0,..., and sr such that s0 = t0, sr = tr + x and r,<st< t¡ + j if

1 tsi<r. Then by Proposition (r— 1, 1), there is a push wt on S2 x D2 and an integer

n' such that for each stage n' index a, wx(Fa(Xa)) is contained in

Int Re(W*(Si-x, Si, a,-x, a,))

for some i=\,..., or r and/= 1 or 2. Then, by Lemma 4, there exists a push vt on

S2xD2 such that for each stage «' index a, Sa = Ea(0) u Fa(l) where Ea(l) and

Fa(2) are disks and such that if/=0 or 1 then vx° wx° F0(E(l) x {0}) is contained in

Int Re(W*(t¡.j, tj, ak_j, ak)) for some/= 1,..., or r+ 1 and k=\ or 2. For each

stage n' index a choose a disk Da in Int A and neighborhoods R(Ea(0)) and

R(Ea(l)) ofEa(0) and F„(l) on Sa such that if /=0 or 1 then

vj o Wl o F0(Ea(l) x Â) c Int Ä^lT^i,-!, tj, %_j, afc))

for the appropriate / and A. Then, by Lemma 2, for each stage n' index a there

exists a push/" on II,»)»,» F0(Sa x Da) such that if ß is a stage (rí +1) index and

IjCjj then there exists /=0 or 1 such that

/ o vj o wj o F0(Sa x {0}) ccjowjo FQ(Ea(l) x Â).

Let w, be the push on S2 x D2 such that

ut\vx ° Wi o F0(Sa x A) = /"   and    ut = id elsewhere.

Then for each stage («'+ 1) index /S

w, o vx o w, o F0(SB x {0}) <= Int Re(W*(tj.x, tj, ak.x, ak))

for some j and A. Then for each stage (rí +1) index ß there is a push gf on

M, ° vj ° wx ° F0(SB x A) sucn that

gi(ux o»,.»^ Foi^ n Mn+2)) Ç= Int 5e(rF*(í;_!, iy, ak.x, ak)).
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Let kt be the push on S2 x D2 such that

kXux o Vx ° Wx ° F0(Xe) = gf   and   kt = id elsewhere.

Finally let ht = kt* ut* vt* wt and « = «' + 2.

6. Proposition (r, s).

Lemma 5. Suppose S2=Z0kj Zi u- ■ -u Z, where Z0 is a disk-with-holes and

Zj,..., andZq are the components of S2 — Int Z0, 732t=Int A ande>0. Then there

is a push ht on S2 x D2 and an integer n such that for each stage « index a there exists

j=0,...,orq such that hx(F(Xa))cz\nt (Ne(Z¡) x D2).

Proof. It is easy to show there exist numbers r0, fi,..., and t, + x and a push gt on

S2 such that 0 = t0 < tx < ■ ■ ■ < tr < tr +1 = 2 and

Bd Z0 cz gl[U {C(iO : i = 0,..., or r+ 1} u M(0) u M(tt)}.

Then we can choose e>0 such that if l^j^r+l and fc=l or 2 then

g1(Re(rV(tj-x, th (k—l)ir, k-n)))<= Ne(Zt) for some i' = 0,..., or q. Hence Lemma 5

follows from Proposition (r, 1).

Lemma 6. Suppose 0 = ?0<fi< • • • <?r + i = 2 cincT 0 = Z?0<ei< • • • <bs = 2-n. Let

Qk = bkfor Oá/Váí —2 and suppose Z?s_2<as_i<ès_i<as<Z»s = as + i = 27r and e>0.

Suppose also that S1;..., a«c/ Sm are mutually disjoint polyhedral 2-spheres in

Int (S2x F2) such that ifl^i^m then there existsj= 1,..., or s andk=l,..., or s

such that S^Int Fe( ff *(ry_i, r;-, ¿?k_i, èfc)). Then there exists a push ht on S2 x D2

such that «( = id outside Re(Z(as-u as)) and such that for each i either

(1) Ai(SOcInt Re(W*(tj-x> tj> «*-i> «J) for some j= 1,..., or r+ 1 a«cT Jouie

Ä: = 1,. .., or s + 1 or

(2) Sj contains a disk-with-holes Ft such that there exists j=l, ■ ■ ■, or s+l and

k = 1,..., or s +1 such that either

(a) hx(Pi)^\nt Re(W*(t¡„x, t„ ak_2, afc_0) and

h1(Si-lntPi) c Int R¿W*itf-lt t¡, ak-x, ak))

or

(b) «i(F)cInt Re(W*(t^i, tj, ak_i, ak)) and

/¡itS-IntF) c Int Fe(iT*(í,_i, t¡, ak.2, ak.x)l

Proof of Lemma 6. Lemma 6 is proved by the arc-pulling techniques of Step 2

of Lemma 4.

Proof of Proposition (r, s). We suppose r^l,i>l and Proposition (r, s— 1) is

true. We have0 = /0<i1< • • • <fr + i = 2 and0 = a0<c7i< • • • <as + i = 27r. Let bk = ak

forO^k^s — 2 and choose numbers bs_2 and ¿>s such that as_! <bs_! <as = ¿>s = 27r.

By Proposition (r, s— 1) there is a push wt on S2 x A and an integer «' such that,

for each stage «' index a, Wj ° FXA'Jcint F^h7*^^!, í¡, bs-x, ¿0) f°r some

i'=l,..., or I-+1 and some/'= 1,..., or s. Then, using Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, we
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may find a push vt on S2 x D2 and an integer n" > n' such that if ß is a stage n" index

then Vj o Wj(SB x{0})<=lnt 5e(H/*(/,_1, tb 0/_i, a,)) for some /=1,..., or r+l and

some /= 1,..., or s+1. Finally there is a push w, on S2 x Z)2 such that ut = id

outside Vj ° Wj ° F0(Mn») and such that if y is a stage («"+1) index then

uxovjowxo F0(Xy) c Int F^lF^i,^, ?„ a,.!, ay))

for the appropriate / and/. Then we let ht = ut* vt * w( and n = n" +\.
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